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THE PROS LOVE

“I’ve been a residential and commercial painter 
for 22 years and have had cleanup to deal with 
the entire time. I’ve used many things to try to 
clean up paint drops or spray on floors, from 
hot water and rags to name brand wipes, and 
it’s never been an easy task. But when I was 
given a sample pack of 100 of the Crocodile 
Cloths from the Sherwin-Williams paint store 
that I go to, I was ecstatic to find out how easy 
they made cleanup for me. Their durability for 
the work I did with them was amazing. Truly 
the best wipe I have ever encountered in my 
time in this industry. Now, I think I will never use 
anything else as long as I can get these. Kudos 
to these—top-notch and #1 in my book. Thanks 
for a lil piece of heaven, LOL!”
— Bo Lawson, Fresh Coat Painting

“I’ve been using Crocodile Cloth since Christ-
mas. There really do raise the game. Unlike 
other wipes, they stay wet for ages! Really 
handy for when you need to do a lot of cleaning 
down. No need to refresh them as much. The 
size of the wipes are mammoth. The strength of 
the wipe is tops also. Doesn’t tear like big wipes 
can do. Easier storage as they are not in a hard 
plastic, so they can be buried somewhere in the 
van without the fear of cracking and drying out. 
Overall, I highly recommend these wipes.”
— Scott, Decorator 

“I just wanted to say I bought some Crocodile 
Cloth wipes yesterday and I have to say they 
were fabulous, as a tin of eggshell got spilt on 
the carpet. But thanks to your wipes we got it 
all off. My employers and I were very impressed 
and will be recommending them to everybody. 
Fantastic product.” 
— Claire G. 

Painting just got a whole lot cleaner—and cleaning up just 
got a whole lot faster! Crocodile Cloth® Paint is an essential 
tool for professional painters, contractors, artists, DIYers and 
anyone else working with paints, stains and adhesives. 
We designed this cloth specifically for painting surface prep and 
cleanup of painting messes. These extra-large, super-absorbent 
cleaning cloths make painting prep and cleanup faster and easier, 
saving you time, money and a whole lot of aggravation. 
• Low-lint, no-residue specialty cleaning cloth
• Safe on skin, wood, metals and other surfaces
• Removes paint, ink, glue, caulk, adhesives, dust and grime
• Extra-large, durable cloths for faster cleanup 

Three Steps to a Faster, 
Cleaner Paint Job
STEP 1 – SURFACE PREP: Remove dust 
or dirt from surfaces prior to painting. 

STEP 2 – TOUCH UP: Quickly clean up 
drips and spatters and remove smudges 
without damaging surfaces. 

STEP 3 – CLEANUP: Remove paint from 
skin, tools, paint cans and more for fast, 
easy cleanup. 

No more wimpy wipes! 
Crocodile Cloth Paint has been specially formulated to meet the needs 
of professional painters. 
• Cleans paint sprays, spills and spatters in just one swipe. 
• Cuts through water- or oil-based paint, caulk, adhesives and more. 
• Highly absorbent for extra-messy paint jobs. 
• Large size so every cloth goes further.  
• Stays wet and usable more than one hour out of the pack. 

PAINT


